My name's Peter, and
I'm originally from the
Meon Valley in
Hampshire. I'm currently
in my 3rd year of study
at Universiteit Leiden in
The Netherlands.
I have been involved
with YL International for
nearly five years,
representing YL around
the world, from
attending Congresses
of our sister parties to
observing elections in
Azerbaijan.
I've seen YL's
international influence
grow hugely over my
time on International
Committee. Now I'm
ready to build on that
foundation, and take YL
to new heights
internationally.
Let's get to work.

@PeterBanksLD

It’s important that the International Office is open
and accountable to all Young Liberals. We need to
make sure Young Liberals are always involved in the
wide range of events hosted by our international
colleagues, and that all members are aware of the
great work done by International. Externally, I’m
ready to hit the ground running, preparing YL for the
upcoming LYMEC Congress, and opening calls for
candidates for several international opportunities
coming up.

Cooperation is as important within the Executive as
it is on the international stage. While representing
YL’s interests internationally, I will continue to work
closely with the Committee, the Executive, and the
whole membership to make YL an inclusive and
welcoming movement with a united leadership.

I have been a member of YL for nearly seven years,
five of which I have spent working on the
International Committee. I have worked closely with
dozens of sister parties from across the world, and I
know how to get YL’s voice heard. I am ready to get
to work, maintaining YL’s place at the heart of the
global young liberal movement.

@peterbanks_

peterdouglasbanks@gmail.com

VOTE PETER FOR INTERNATIONAL OFFICER
ABOUT ME
My name's Peter, and I'm originally from the Meon Valley in Hampshire. I'm currently in my
3rd year of study at Universiteit Leiden in The Netherlands. I have been involved with YL
International for nearly five years, representing YL around the world, from attending
Congresses of our sister parties to observing elections in Azerbaijan.
I've seen YL's international influence grow hugely over my time on International Committee.
Now I'm ready to build on that foundation, and take YL to new heights internationally.
Let's get to work.

MY KEY PLEDGES
COMMUNICATION
It’s important that the International Office is open and accountable to all Young Liberals. As
International Officer, I will work to make sure as many Young Liberals as possible are
involved in the wide range of events hosted by our international colleagues, and that all
members are aware of the great work done by International. Externally, I’m ready to hit the
ground running, preparing YL for the upcoming LYMEC Congress, and opening calls for
candidates for several international opportunities coming up.
VISION
I have been a member of YL for nearly seven years, five of which I have spent working on
the International Committee. I have worked closely with dozens of sister parties from across
the world, and I know how to get YL’s voice heard. I am ready to get to work, maintaining
YL’s place at the heart of the global young liberal movement.
COOPERATION
Cooperation is as important within the Executive as it is on the international stage. While
representing YL’s interests internationally, I will continue to work closely with the
Committee, the Executive, and the whole membership to make YL an inclusive and
welcoming movement with a united leadership.

